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ABSTRACT 

Work during this quarter has been concentrated on the implementation 
of a series of experimental design studies. These studies involve alter- 
native audio readers, x-y positioning schemes, and fiche manipulation 
systems; they will supply data on whici. to base decisions regarding the 
subsystems that will make up LTS-4. It has been determined that the 
proposed self processor for LTS-4 is capable of complete reduction of 
the raw data stored on the film, and that the film data channel is more 
than adequate for our requirements. 

Considerable effon has gone into the development and evaluation of stu- 
dent performance data. Three data summaries: (l)the exact path of 

each student, (2) the distribution of frame transfers at each frame, and 
(3) the time per frame, have proved particularly valuable for lesson 
analysis and the evaluation of alternative instructional strategies. 
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instructors at the Keester School for Applied Aerospt.ce Sciences:   (1) the exact path of each 

student.  12} the distribution of frame transfers at each frame,  and (3> the time per frame.    The 

transfer and time measures are taken for each student and gathered into group distributions as 

wall. 
These data summaries are useful fcr legion analysis.    For example,  consider a frame that 

requires calculation of the true power oi a ci'vuit.    Tht  student enters a numerical  response 

in the computer.    He then selects the appr-'prate unit of measurement from among four a!terna- 

tives:   (1) watts,  (2) milliwatts,  (3) volt-amperes, or (4) millivolt-amperes.    If students have 

difficulty, they are observed to spend a long time on this frame.    They make various kinds of 

errors,  e.g.,  selecting volt-amperes when true power is asked (or.    If they are confused about 

the relationship between the problem frame and the response-produced feedback frame,  they 

use the BACK key to re-access the problem.    In an ofcwiuws way.  the three kinds of data sur" • 

maries reveal characteristics of individual and gra^ prrformaace of this kind. 

In addition to the role that performance data pto» <* If—mi revision,  the data provide infor- 

mation about the relative effectiveness of differraC ■        .£C»^al strategies.    We have observed. 

for example,  that students tend to select exercu»» wteaewer Aer are offered,  regardless of 

how well the students arc performing up to that pmat.    Thas resait suggests,  for example,  that 

a means for causing better students to avoid the extra work is needed.    Thus,  the findings are 

relevant to the implementation of instructional objectives. 

C.     LTS Simulation Study 

Work has been completed on a study of LTS as a task simulator in training.    A final report 

is in preparation. 

11.     LTS-4 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

The microfiche selector/reader breadboard was completed during this quarter.    A descrip- 

tion of the selector/reader system is contained in the Quarterly Technical Summary of 15 Sep- 

tember 1972, and the details referred to in this report are shown in Fig. 2 of that report.    The 

microfiche card handling mechanism does not permit coarse open-loop positioning of the micro- 

fiche to the accuracy required by the reader.    A redesign of the fiche handling subsystem has 

bet:) completed, and components are being fabricated. 

The reader subsystem breadboard has been evaluated,  and modifications tu the film gate, 

vernier x-y positioniig system,  and illumination system must be completed before tests are 

initiated. 

An alternate vrnier x-y positioning technique,  using a boresight target,  has been imple- 

mented and tested,   ising the spare image rotator     This approach will reduce the maximum 

time for vernier positioning from 1.2 seconds to 0.2 second. 

The results of the pin-positioning test implemented on a modified LTS-3 terminal indicate 

that with this system the film can be positioned such that the resultant incidental FM due to the 

total x-y uncertainty is less than 1.5 percent worst case after several hundred accesses.    Work 

has continued on the rotating microscope reader.    The castings have been designed and released 

foi" fabrication, and the mechanical assembly layout is under >vay.    The design of the electrical 

subassemblies has also been initiated,  and a model of the spiral tracker has been constructed. 

A program to process a 200-bit block of raw data from the film has been debugged,  and a 

buffer interface which permits the processor to accommodate a 600-bit-per-second data rate 
















